Eaton Mobile UPS Trailer
Electrical Engineering Services & Systems

Conveniently deploy uninterruptible
power anywhere, anytime

Ready to roll into action, the Eaton®
Mobile UPS Trailer provides an ideal
solution for organizations seeking to
support critical infrastructure upgrades,
short-term projects or special events
requiring backup power.
Prefabricated and assembled into a single enclosure, the selfcontained system is comprised of a 1.2 MW Eaton Power Xpert®
9395P uninterruptible power system (UPS) with lithium-ion batteries;
switchboard; automatic transfer switch; mini power center; HVAC
system; and fire detection with dry-agent fire suppression systems to
protect the trailer and its electronics. The enclosure is then mounted
onto a drop-deck trailer, enabling customers to seamlessly deploy the
solution at any location.

Because the solution is completely assembled off-premises and
utilizes a quick connect system, the Eaton Mobile UPS Trailer can be
easily placed into service upon arrival at a customer site, saving time,
money and space. The UPS-system-on-wheels meets a vital need in
today’s mission-critical data centers, where many customers want to
take advantage of newer technology such as higher efficiency UPSs,
but don’t have the luxury of shutting down operations to replace
legacy equipment. Furthermore, because the solution is mobile, it
doesn’t occupy valuable real estate within an existing building, nor
does it require new space to be created. With the ability to be moved
from location to location, the Eaton Mobile UPS Trailer provides
a viable solution for organizations seeking to maintain business
continuity during an entire upgrade process, as well as for those
requiring temporary backup power at special events or large venues.

Key benefits
•

 upports critical IT loads during upgrades,
S
temporary projects and special events

•

 nables seamless replacement of aging
E
infrastructure with zero downtime

•

 nique assembly reduces cost, time and
U
space

•

 educes complexity and time of installation,
R
is factory engineered and tested

•

 liminates on-site construction while
E
reducing UPS footprint

•

 railer meets all DOT standards for shipping
T
and towing
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Custom-tailor the Mobile UPS Trailer

Complement the Mobile UPS Trailer
with Eaton services

Highly customizable, the Eaton Mobile UPS Trailer can be
equipped with a wide variety of options to meet individual
customer specifications, including Foreseer®, enabling system-level
management of power infrastructure; an upper-deck enclosure
offering convenient storage for cables and spare parts; ability to
parallel to other UPS trailers; and an engine generator system that can
be paired with the UPS to ride through extended power outages.

For more than 30 years, Eaton has been a leader in manufacturing
power management technologies that are reliable, efficient, safe and
sustainable. Our engineering services team provides a comprehensive
offering of integrated services to handle end-to-end turnkey projects,
offering the expertise needed to complete a project on time, within
budget and with the highest quality equipment. Whether at a single
location or multiple sites, Eaton has the capabilities and expertise to
function as your single source service provider.

We are pleased to offer the following optional
services for our Mobile UPS Trailer:

Foreseer

Eaton Power Xpert 9395P UPS
The foundation of the Eaton Mobile UPS Trailer is the 9395P UPS,
which boasts an industry-leading efficiency rating of up to 97 percent
in double-conversion mode and up to 99 percent in ESS mode. In
addition to being powered by space-saving, cost-effective lithium-ion
batteries, the unit’s integration with switchgear simplifies site wiring
and reduces installation costs

•

 actory Witness Testing (FWT) for electrical,
F
mechanical and change to fire detection
system

•

Site Acceptance Testing (SAT)

•

7x24 Emergency service contracts

•

Extended warranties

•

Rigging and site work

•

Installation services

•

Onsite training

•

Breaker coordination study

•

Arc flash study

9395P UPS
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Follow us on social media to get the
latest product and support information.

